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Description - (2) PL1250DR PowerLights.
Each of these lights comes complete with a
7Â½-inch high-gain reflector; flash tube;
250-watt modeling lamp; flash tube
...$1,980.95 - Not available. (13) PL2500DR
PowerLights. Each of these lights comes
complete with a 71â�„2-inch high gain
reflector; flash tube; 250-watt modeling lamp;
flash tube; and 2 bulbs ...$2,400.58 - Out of
stock. (14) PL2600DR PowerLights. Each of
these lights comes complete with a
71â�„2-inch reflector, flash tube, 250-watt
modeling lamp, flash tube, and 2 bulbs
...$2,800.62 - Out of stock. (15) PL3000DR
PowerLights. fffad4f19a
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